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Another View of
Wounded Knee

ALAN K . LATHROP

Several years ago, the author was given a large, dilapidated
leather-bound ledger, thirty pages of which were occupied by
what appeared to be a previously unknown and unpublished
diary written by an eyewitness to the Battle of Wounded Knee.
The chronicle of events covered the fateful days of late December
1890 and January 1891 when the Sioux became inflamed with the
"messiah craze," or Ghost Dance phenomenon, and —purposefully
or accidentally — resorted momentarily to force of arms to protect
their new-found religion. The ledger was turned over to the author by an acquaintance who had discovered it in a trashbin some
years earlier and who insisted on complete anonymity in exchange for donating the document to the author to do with as he
chose. The donor hoped that its contents could one day be made
known to those interested in the battle and its aftermath but
otherwise put no stipulations on the gift.
The diary was in frightful physical condition. It exhibited clear
signs of having been stored for many years in an extremely damp
environment. Wet rot had completely decayed a fourth to a third
of each page and had obliterated portions of the handwriting,
which was in ink and pencil, resulting in the loss of a great deal of
potentially valuable information. The remainder of the text had
been pasted over with turn-of-the-century newspaper clippings
on a variety of subjects, all taken from Saint Paul newspapers;
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these had to be carefully removed before the diary could be fully
revealed. Most of the ledger had been used to keep accounts of
the income and expenditures of a barber and hairdresser, dating
from 1891 to around 1900, and they, like the diary, were covered
with yellowed clippings. The diary entries were not dated, so it
was extremely difficult to ascertain exactly when they were
made. Internal evidence seemed to indicate that they were written within a few hours after the diarist either experienced the
events or learned of them secondhand.
The identity of the diarist was unknown to the discoverer of
the diary and remains a mystery. By piecing together the meager
clues gleaned from the diary, the present author has come to assume that he was an enlisted soldier, probably in the Seventh
Cavalry (although he also wrote that he served under Col.
Eugene Carr of the Sixth Cavalry in at least one skirmish in the
days following the Wounded Knee battle). He seems to have been
privy to many messages, oral and written, that passed between
army commands and units and to have been in a position to converse easily with various people —officers and civilians —on the
scene at the time, including several army surgeons and a missionary. He was also personally acquainted with Lt. Edward Casey,
commander of a crack troop of Indian scouts from Fort Keogh,
Montana, who was killed a week after Wounded Knee. The diarist
lacked a sophisticated education, perhaps having finished no
more than high school, as suggested by the ungrammatical nature
of portions of his writings and the poor spelling that characterizes the entries. He may have enlisted at Fort Yates, North Dakota, shortly before the battle (he says two or three days, but this
seems impossible since he was already in the Pine Ridge area the
day before the incident at Wounded Knee took place).
The remainder of the ledger yields a few more clues, albeit conflicting and confusing ones. The financial entries were all kept by
Richard Brachvogel (1869-1950), who operated a barber shop in
White Bear Lake, Minnesota, for many years. The handwriting
throughout the book — including the diary — is similar, seeming to
point to Brachvogel as the diarist. However, both his death certificate and a check of military records at the National Archives indicate that he never served in any branch of the armed forces.
This fact would appear to rule him out as the diarist. Further confusion arises, however, because the earliest legible date in the expense accounts is 22 January 1891, but there is evidence of earlier
dates that have been rendered illegible by mildew stain. The entries are a log of persons who received shaves, and each entry is
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stamped, "Paid in Full to R. B." Because the author was not able
to find a list of enlisted personnel at Wounded Knee, especially
those serving in the Seventh Cavalry Regiment, there was no
way to verify whether the names of the men listed as having been
shaved by Richard Brachvogel were also soldiers. Thus, if Brachvogel was an army barber, he somehow slipped through the
cracks in military records — possibly because he served as a civilian—and proof of his service does not exist. But, is it likely that a
barber would be required to stand guard duty or take part in military operations, as the diarist says he did? To "enlist" does not
necessarily imply that one signed on as a soldier, although this is
customarily the meaning of the word. By itself, the choice of word
is not proof that the diarist was either a civilian or a soldier. Still,
a civilian would not be compelled to stand guard duty or take up
arms, except possibly in an emergency. There is no sense of such
an emergency in the diary.
What makes the diary itself compelling is that it includes, in addition to a number of key incidents whose basic facts are well
known, others that are either not well known or not known at all.
The following excerpts from this diary are offered in the belief
that it is a genuine contemporary source and that it is worthwhile
to make it available to scholarship. It represents another view of
Wounded Knee, one unheard before, of a nameless soldier who
commented on what he saw and heard, sometimes naively, sometimes authoritatively. The diarist's words are reproduced exactly
as he set them down, with no attempts made to correct spelling,
punctuation, or grammar or to interpret the content of the quotations beyond what is absolutely necessary for background and
clarification. The diarist has been left to tell his own story, and
the reader is left to judge whether this is a reliable new source
for the Battle of Wounded Knee. The author assumes that most
readers have a general background knowledge of the events at
Wounded Knee and has kept explanatory narrative to a minimum.'
1. For additional background data on the events of 1890-1891, the reader can consult Ralph K. Andrist, The Long Death: The Last Days of the Plains Indian (New
York: Collier Books, 1970); Dee Brown. Bury My Heart at Wounded Knee: An Indian History of the American West (New York: Holt, Rinehart & Winston. 1970);
Reginald and Gladys Laubin, Indian Dances of North America: Their Importance
to Indian Life (Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 1977); James H. McGregor,
The Wounded Knee Massacre from the Viewpoint of the Sioux (Baltimore: Wirth
Bros., 1940); Nelson Appleton Miles, Serving the Republic (New York: Harper &
Bros., 1911); James Mooney, The Ghost-Dance Religion and the Sioux Outbreak of
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The Battle of Wounded Knee grew out of a tragic combination
of circumstances. The Sioux Indians were one of the last tribes to
be subjugated by the whites. Forced onto reservations that were
mere shadows of the vast ranges they had once roamed and
where they were forced to surrender their religion, their language, and ultimately their way of life, the Sioux brooded over
their fate and sought relief from their plight. In the winter and
spring of 1889-1890, the answer they had prayed for seemed at
hand. Rumors were spreading among the Sioux that a prophet in
the Far West promised that God would come and rid the country
of the whites, restore the old ways, bring back the decimated buffalo herds, and raise from the dead all their ancestors. Representatives from the reservations were sent to Nevada to consult this
man, whose name was Wovoka, and they returned with marvelous tales of the miracles he had wrought and of his message of
peace and hope. The people were to await quietly the coming of
the new world; in the meantime, they were to perform the Ghost
Dance, through which they could catch a visionary glimpse of the
renewed world to come.
The Ghost Dance religion took a firm but militant hold among
the Sioux early in 1890. Impatient with having to wait for God to
act, radical elements among the Sioux began preaching a doctrine
of defiance of the white men who held them captive on the reservations. The Ghost Dance and its accompanying tenets, the zealots proclaimed, would protect the Indians from the white men's
bullets and speed the oppressors' overthrow. Two centers
emerged as hotbeds of the militant version of the Ghost Dance:
the Cheyenne River reservation, home of the Miniconjou Sioux
under Chief Big Foot, and the Rosebud reservation, where the
dissidents were led by Chief Short Bull. Big Foot's nephew-in-law.
1890 (1896; reprint ed.. Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1965); John G. Neihardt. Black Elk Speaks (1932; reprint ed., Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press.
1961); Doane Robinson, .4 History of the Dakota OT Sioux Indians (1904; reprinted.,
Minneapolis; Ross & Haines, 1956); Michael A. Sievers, "The Historiography of
'The Bloody Field . .. That Kept the Secret of the Everlasting Word': Wounded
Knee," South Dakota History 6 (Winter 1975): 33-54; Rex Alan Smith, Moon of Popping Trees (Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 1981); Robert M. Utiey, Frontier Regulars: The United States Army and the Indian, 1866-1891 (New York: Macmillan Co., 1973), The Indian Frontier of the American West. 1846-1890 (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 1984), and The Last Days of the Sioux Nar
tion (New Haven, Conn.: Yale University Press, 1963), The annual reports of the
commissioner of Indian affairs and the secretary of war for 1891 also contain valuable information.
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During 1890, many Sioux on South Dakota's Indian réservations
participated in the Ghost Dance while awaiting a messiah who would
rid the country of white men and restore the old ways.

Kicking Bear, was a delegate to the group that traveled to Nevada, and he returned to tell the tale of what he had seen and
heard. Short Bull, a delegate from the Brûlé at Rosebud, also
came back and inñamed his people with stories of the miracles
the new religion would bring them if they fought back against the
whites.
At Rosebud, the dancers watched apprehensively as large
numbers of United States Army troops arrived in the fall of 1890
to quell the restless Indians. At the end of November, Short Bull,
Kicking Bear, and some Rosebud Brûlé under Chief Two Strike
moved their people to the Stronghold, an impregnable plateau in
the South Dakota Badlands. Here, they could continue to resist
the whites and indulge in the Ghost Dance without interference.
More than two thousand strong, the assembled Sioux sent word
to the army commander, Brig. Gen. John Brooke, that they were
well armed and provisioned and would fight to the last warrior to
protect themselves. Brooke, the commander of the Department of
the Platte and the field commander of the troops at Pine Ridge
Agency, took them at their word and settled down to use diplomacy to persuade them to give up. Brooke's efforts were partially
successful, and some of the Indians left the Stronghold and came
into the agency by mid-December.
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The unknown diarist takes up the narrative at this point as
General Brooke and "friendly" Indians from Pine Ridge reservation attempt to induce the surrender of the remaining Ghost
Dancers at the Stronghold. The diarist records an incident told to
him by an unknown observer: "... 500 friendly Indians left [Pine
Ridge] for the Bad Lands to Induce their hostile breathren to
come in, and [doubtless] the number of friendless is greatly exaggerated and that they did not number at over 150 in all He said
that he was in one of the tepees out side of Pine Ridge agency
where a number of bucks wer congregated and that Squaws wer
crying and Saying that they would never return and Commenced
singing the death danes [dance] around them. He says there are at
the least calculation from 500 to 600 warriors among them all
well armed... and all declaring that they would fight... He also
says he entertains great fears [for the]/nemd/¿es who went out as
he is almost shure that the majority if not all of them will be
killed. He says that they have an immense stack of provisions He
counted over 100 tepees on the side near the Pine Ridge agency
and 63 on the other Side. He said that Love or money would not
bring them to their Stronghold again as he is afraid as they would
Recognize him he would be killed also. "
Brig. GeTL John Brooke, commander of the Department of
the Platte, and about 370 soldiers were the first to pitch
their tents at Pine Ridge Agency in late November 1890.
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On 28 December, a column of the Seventh Cavalry under Maj.
Samuel M. Whitside intercepted Chief Big Foot and his tribe of
Miniconjou coming down from the Cheyenne River Indian Reservation. Big Foot was en route to Pine Ridge to try to mediate
peace among the Pine Ridge chiefs, at their request, and was not
headed for the Stronghold to join the Ghost Dancers, as the army
leaders believed. Nevertheless, he and his party were detained
and ordered to accompany the troopers to Wounded Knee Creek.
The Indians, always edgy and suspicious when around white soldiers, obeyed. The diarist writes: "There wer over 150 warlike
bucks heavily armed facing the Cavalry that they met last in 1876
on the Little Big Horn, only One Shot was to be fired from any
source and A tragety would have gone over the wires, but Big
Foot advancedfrom his side andMaj. Whiteside from the Boys in
Blue. Big Foot started in for A long talk on how weary he was
from Running around and said he wanted to open his heart to the
Chief of the Soldiers. Whiteside was there how ever for business
not talk, and said that he must surrender or fight Like A magic
up went A flag of truce and Big Foot Surrendered his band of
over 150 warriors and 250 Women and Children. The Prisoners
wer marched to the Old Camp on Wooden Knee. The Battalion
have surrounded the Indian Camp and will keep Vigilant giLard
over them untill more troops will arive. It is getting tords evening now and I must go on guard but wat will hapen by to morrow
night by this time I do not know unless troops will arive soon.
The prisoners Includes the Sitting Bulls gang [thirty-eight Hunkpapas] that fled after the Chiefs death. "
After dark, the rest of the Seventh Cavalry quietly rode in
from Pine Ridge Agency under their regimental commander. Col.
James Forsyth. Forsyth came with orders from General Brooke
to disarm the Indians, to prevent their escape, and to destroy
them if they chose to fight. After disarming the prisoners, they
were to take them to the railroad at Rushville, Nebraska, for
transport to Fort Omaha where they would be incarcerated.
That night, the diarist was privy to a bit of news that arrived in
camp, leading him to some thoughtful reflection on the situation:
"... here comes A Scout from the East Side I wonder what news
he has. He reports that Short Bull and his braves as on the way to
the agency and are in camp now at the Catholic Mission [Drexel],
only Six miles away. I kindy think that we will haf to wait untill
morning for we aint men enough to hold all of these we got and go
out and Capture the other ones If the other ones would know that
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we Captured Big Foots band we would be overpowered during
the night and these would all escape from us. " ^
In the morning, Forsyth and Whitside set about trying to disarm the suspicious Indians. The warriors were brought from the
Indian camp to a council circle in front of Big Foot's tent, where
Forsyth explained they would have to surrender their guns. A patient search of the Indian camp turned up mostly old rifles,
knives, bows and arrows —and few of the shiny new Winchesters
the warriors had been seen brandishing at the time of their capture. When the warriors refused to give up their weapons, Forsyth decided he had no choice but to conduct a search of each
man.
The threat '^•f a body search coupled with the incantations and
provocations, of Big Foot's medicine man. Yellow Bird, made the
younger men uneasy and distrustful of the army's intentions.
They started drifting to the edge of the council circle. As the
search began, a young man named Black Coyote impetuously
strutted about, holding his rifle above his head. Two soldiers
seized him and tried to disarm him, and in the struggle that followed, his rifle discharged into the air. At the same moment, a
half-dozen of the young braves at the edge of the council area
brought rifles 'from under their blankets and Comenced to pour
bullets into the Ranks of the Soldiers who A few minutes before
had moved up almost within Gun length of the Indians Those Indians who had no guns rushed on the Soldiers with tomahawks in
one hand and Scalping knives in the other. Oh, it was A demonic
A hellish Horrible rush. With Gen. Forsyth and Maj. Whiteside I
stood when the firing started within touching distance of the
death dealing Devils, the only thing that saved all of us from Instance death was that the Indians had their back turned to us
when they began firing. Their [first] volley was almost as one
man, so that they must have fired A hundred Shots before the
Soldiers fired one, but Oh, how they wer slaughtered after their
first Volley some however, succeeded in getting through the
lines and away to the small hills to the Southwest The firing
lasted A half hour; and even as I write these words I hear the

2. The Indians in the vicinity of the mission already knew that Big Foot was in
the area. Utiey, Last Days of the Sioux Nation, p. 193. Throughout, the diarist
shows a nervousness and distrust of Indians that is typical of an inexperienced Indian fighter.
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¡'liioii B iif Ihi. Stji't'iilh Cauairy suffered thirteen

casualties

in the fight that broke out when soldiers tried to disarm the
warriors of Big Foot's band camped on Wounded Knee Creek.
I

Hotchkiss Pouring Shots into the gulleys to the North where A
few of the Devils have taken refuge."^
The fighting cost the lives of 146 men, women, and children
from Big Foot's band, including the chief himself. Fifty-one
wounded were taken to Pine Ridge, where seven later died. The
army lost 25 killed, 37 wounded. Late in the evening, the Seventh
Cavalry rode into Pine Ridge and settled down uneasily. One of
those who still carried the trauma of the morning's events was
the diarist. "/ have not recovered from my Shock this morning
and my friend [name unknown] Aas not returned from the Station^
he was send there by Major Wkiteside to Tellegraph to Army
Headquarters for help and the Gen. —fear he is Killed by the
Sioux who are camped around the agency. If help is not soon got
we will not live till morning for the pickets are having lively Skirmishes with the Indians now and If they find out we are only ISO
3. What is interesting about this account is the position of the diarist. He was
with Forsyth and Whitside, and all three were standing near Troop B, west of Big
Foot's tent and almost opposite Troop K, whose men caught the brunt of the initial
fire. Utley, Last Days of the Sioux Nation, p. 211, says that Capt. Charles A. Varnum (commander. Troop B) and Capt. George D. Wallace (commander. Troop K)
were also there, together with "a detail of about six cavalrymen." The diarist could
conceivably have been one of them. There were also three newspaper reporters
present, but because evidence again indicates that the diarist was connected with
the army and because his writing does not exhibit the poise and polish of a professional journalist, the author has also ruled them out as possible writers of the
diary.
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strong they will come in on us in the night and wipe out the handful of men we have -4 big guns and one Gatlin and One Hotchkiss
Gun and pretty well out of Provisions and not to mutch ofAmunation eighter we allPray to God that they will leave us alone untill
tomorrow. "*
Reporting on his condition, he wrote: "I did not receive any [illegible words] only Striped by A bullet at the left side of my
[head] The Soldier have not reached us here and we all Pretty
well Scared and are hoping for Astiance [assistance] to come at
once for our hours of Safty are numbered one by one They Past
away and no sine of help is neer."

In the evening of 29 December, the Seventh Cavalry returned with its dead
and wounded to Pine Ridge Agency following the Battle of Wounded Knee.

By 31 January, the weather had changed, and the diarist reported: "It is not any to warm and we all are wearing our Over4. This entry is confusing. First of all, there is no evidence that Whitside ever
sent any messenger to the telegraph station, the nearest being at Rushville, three
hours' ride away. Couriers did ride to Pine Ridge to report to General Brooke after
the conflict but not to request help. Utiey, Last Days of the Sioux Nation, p. 228.
The diarist's statement that the unit he was in was "only 130 strong" implies either
that they stayed behind at Wounded Knee —and there is no available historical evidence to support this —or that he is quite wrong in his estimate of the regiment's
strength, which must have numbered about 375. He may be referring only to the
first squadron of the Seventh Cavalry, but even then he is underestimating troop
strength by about one hundred men. See ibid., p. 201.
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coats and mitts it is turning colder each day Passes on. We do not
dare to leave our Camp to go 200 yards for the Indians Pickets
are then with in sight then so we must keep in to Camp Pretty
well If I were only home once more and not minding how Cold it
wer I would be glad to walk if I could only get the word (Go) I
would be all Right my Comrad thinks the same he said If I was
only home and not out in the Field not Shure of your life one minute I would Rather walk home. If I would knew that I had to Go to
war in 2 or 3 days after I Inlisted at Fort Yates^ I would never
have done so but now It is to late to think about what is passed
you canot make Return only memory thats about alL It is 4 P.m.

A guard stands duty beyond the lines of the Seventh
Cavalry encampment at Pine Ridge Agency, January 1891.

now and it is turning Coolder fast my time is soon up and I will
get 4 hours rest and I will tell you more about the Indians after
while and If I do not go to Sleap and dream of my home and Dear
friends there it Seams to me like years to stand in the Wilderness
and Expect to be killed every minute from the Red Devils that
are Ambushed in the Grass."
Incidents rippled throughout the reservation like aftershocks
following a major earthquake. On 1 January, a civilian herder em5. The name of the fort in this entry is hard to decipher. Fort Yates seems the
best reading of the handwritten word, but it also seems an unlikely post for the
Seventh Cavalry to draw recruits from at this time. The Seventh had come up to
Pine Ridge from Kansas.
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ployed by the government to take care of the cattle herd at Pine
Ridge was killed by the Indians. The diarist noted: "The body of
Isaac Miller" government [herder that] has been missing for three
days had been found [several?] miles west of the agency riddled
with bullets."
On 5 January, the diarist reported that a supply train was attacked near Wounded Knee Creek. "Another engagement took
Place at this Point yesterday morning that was on Jan 4th As a
number of wagons with supplies wer known to be coming on the
road from Rapid City to this Point, it was thought best to send
out a detachment to protect them. So thirty men wer picked and
Immediately started down the road they had not gone over ten
miles when they discovered the wagons thirteen in number
drawn up in the form of A square and being attacked by a band of
about fifty Indians. The detachment put their horses to A full
Gallop, the Indians seeing which withdrew to an adjoining hiU.
The detachment now joined the campers who numbered about
nineteen. Sacks of grain bundles and boxes wer thrown up in
front of the besieged as breastworks. The Indians noticing this
immediately returned and comenced the attack circling about the
wagons but keeping at A distance off about 800 yards. As a result
from, shooting from their Winchesters wer not very efective
often falling Short of the mark. The carbines of the Soldiers wer
used with mutch more efect, a number of Indians beeing seen falling from their horses Meantime their number was augmented unr
till they numbered some 100 Warriors in all beside some they
poasted off on the adjoining hills. One Soldier from the commencement of the fight while arranging the breastworks, was
shot in the Shoulder but not seriously wounded. A Soldier was
detailed to return to camp and report that the detachment was
beseiged.... By this time things wer getting Pretty hot for the
beseiged Party and shots wer flying as thick as hailstones, and it
was hard to distinguish the Indians through the smoke The citizens had been fighting them for 6 hours
A little before 2 P.M.
a commotion was seen among the Indians and they gradually retreated when it was seen that the troops wer coming at full
charge to the rescue. Every one gave three resounding cheers as
the Troops road up—the Indians scattering in all directions, and
Troop F. giving chase. They wer pursued untill nearly nightfall,
6. Other accounts of this incident agree that the herder's first name was Henry,
not Isaac. The diarist appears to be in error here. For details of the affair, see
Utley, Last Days of the Sioux Nation, p. 254.
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when the chase was abandoned, the wagons trains and every one
returned to camp bringing the dead Indians and some Ponies
with them. " ''
In yet another incident, Lt. Edward W. Casey, widely respected and trusted leader of a troop of Cheyenne scouts in the
Tongue River country in Montana, was killed on 7 January. A
young warrior named Plenty Horses shot the lieutenant while he
was trying to contact the leaders of the Ghost Dancers then encamped on White Clay Creek. The diarist reported: "the news of
Lieut. Casey's death [shocked us. He was] bright and enthusiastic
and he had [such?] phins and Ideas about the Indian troubles. He
gave me a number of his Potographs which I have here showing
his methods of work with his band of scouts getting out logs to
build their little camp near Fort Keogh. I regarded him one of the
most promising men in the service, he seems to have been brutally murdered for there was no fighting going on when he was
killed An Indian took advantage of a conversation with him and
shot him from behind His remains will be send East for interment in Rhode Island. " The diarist must have been sufficiently
well acquainted with Casey for the lieutenant to give him photographs of his scout camp and for the diarist to develop a deep admiration for his abilities.
On 31 December, Maj. Gen. Nelson Miles, commander of the Division of the Missouri, had moved his headquarters from Rapid
City to Pine Ridge and assumed command of field operations
from General Brooke. Laboring to bring a peaceful end to the hostilities. Miles also moved to investigate the immediate causes of
the battle. On 4 January, he relieved Forsyth of command of the
Seventh Cavalry and appointed a board of inquiry to look into the
offlcer's conduct at Wounded Knee and after. The diarist seemed
well informed about the incident. "The announcement of the suspension of Gen Forsythe came like a flash and created amazement in some minds. Official mouths are closed to all inquiries on
the subject it will probably become known to the general public
however later on. The unfortunate disposition of the troops [at
Wounded Knee] making it possible for them to do cross firing
with the result of killing one another constitutes a part and possi-

7. Compare this description with a briefer one of the same episode in Mooney,
Ghost-Dance Religion and the Sioux Outbreak of 1890, p. 136. One important difference in the two reports is that Mooney dates the event as occurring on 5 January, and the diarist states that it happened on the fourth.
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ble the greater Part of the foundation for Gen Forsythe's suspension. "
The board convened on 7 January and turned in its final opinion on the 18th. Pressured by Miles, who wished to see Forsyth
discredited, the board concluded that the officer had acted somewhat carelessly, although the conduct of the regiment as a whole
was praised. Miles turned in the report to the War Department
with a harsh endorsement, but the secretary of war and the commander of the army found nothing to criticize in Forsyth's behavior and ordered him restored to command. Forsyth eventually attained the rank of major general.^
As he attempted to blame Forsyth for the casualties at
Wounded Knee, Miles also pursued a policy of appeasement toward the Indians. Simultaneously, he drew a circle of troops ever
tighter around their camp along White Clay Creek, about fifteen
miles from Pine Ridge Agency. All Ghost Dance adherents had
now left the Stronghold, and there was an estimated four thou8. Utley, Last Days of the Sioux Nation, pp. 244-49.

CoL James Forsyth, wearing the goatee and seated at center in this photograph of Seventh Cavalry officers, was relieved of command while a board
of inquiry investigated his conduct at Wounded Knee. He was soon reijistated.
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sand Indians in the hostile camp, of whom eight hundred to one
thousand were thought to be warriors. By this time, there were
also thirty-five hundred troops in the area, including one thousand Nebraska National Guardsmen, commanded by Brig. Gen.
L. W. Colby (with his advisor, Buffalo Bill Cody).
The Nebraska guardsmen garrisoned the towns along the
route of the Fremont, Elk Horn & Missouri Valley Railroad in the
northern part of their state, where the local population was reacting to the situation with panic. 'All along the line of the Elkhom
and Missouri Valley Railroad the People believe themself in
great Peril in case the battle that seems iminent at Pine Ridge
should result adversely to the troops. . .. The rumors of another
fight at Pine Ridge has send additional hundreds of the Settlers
into the small railroad towns. At nearly every station one sees
White topped wagons which [form] the temporary homes of the
fleeing settlers.... Several Stations along the line you can see
canvased Wagons with family leaving their home in the agency,
and their Husbands had Remained behind to take care of their
homes: the Women also said that the Settlers families wer all
leaving their homes and fleeing to A place of Safety."
In the meantime, more soldiers were being added to the cordon
that surrounded the Sioux. "Three Troops of the Eight Cavalry
and a large number of Indian Scouts arrived yesterday [about
January 1 or 2], the Soldiers are gathering in Cattle and Indian
Ponies: Pickets report signal fires to the South and what appeared to be a large band of Indians moving north-ward. A troop
of Cavalry is kept constantly saddled night and day."
On 4 January, the injured soldiers from the Wounded Knee
conflict were "evacuated in special cars attached to the east
bound passenger train that left [Rushville] at 10:15 0 clock....
Assistant Surgeon Glennan will have charge of the sufferers
while en route and will remain at Fort Riley when that point is
Reached. Privates [Godwin] and Kuhn of the hospital corps also
accompny the wounded, but will return here A military escort accompanied the wounded to Rushville. Much anxiety is expressed
as to the efect on the unfortunates of the Jumey and in some Instances it is thought that serious result will occure but every one
approves of the removal "
General Miles's peace efforts and simultaneous increase of military pressure on the Indians at White Clay Creek began to produce cracks in the Indians' resistance. The diarist learned that
Jack Red Cloud (son of the famous Sioux chief. Red Cloud) and
four other leaders had slipped out of the Indian camp on 3 Janu-
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In an attempt to break the iTidians' resistance. United States
troops produced an impressive display of military firepower,
digging in around the embattled Pine Ridge Agency.

ary to confer with Miles at Pine Ridge. "Jack Red Cloud and a
small party of friendlies came in from the hostile Camp last evening, they asked that the Indians now at the agency be send out
to help the Indians who fled from the agency on the night of the
battle of Wounded Knee to get away from the hostiles. The authorities look upon the request with distrust and reserves their
decision
Gen Miles allowed a briefer conference than they
had expected. Gen Miles Plainly told them to come and surrender: that he was not here to listen to their Complaints: that they
would be allowed to go to Washington to make them after the
trouble was arranged here. They stated nearly if not all of the
Pine Ridge Indians concluded to come back to the agency. "
The message the leaders took back to White Clay Creek was
designed by Miles to create or add to dissension in the camp. As
the negotiations went on, the diarist began to grow confident and
wrote: "Miles had send a Pe[ace commission] to the hostiles [If]
they still refuse to come in their camp will be bombarded. Machine and Shell Guns are being Placed on all sides of the camp
and at the command a murderous fire of hot Shells and cannister
can be showered into the Indian camp This means utter annihila-
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tion to the Indians if the order comes. Gen Miles is fast becoming
impatient and if the Indians do not obay this last order a bloody
battle of extermination will then be begun We are all ready to
take hand in the fight the Indians will be swept of the face of the
earth and no more to rome at Pine Ridge the Ghost dancers belief
If they will get Killed they will find it different when Spring
opens that they are not like Woodchucks. Sleep in the Winter and
wake in Summer, many think their Spirit is bulletproof and will
not die I do not think in that way my mind is the other way. If I
was only home the Indians could all be bulletproof for my part
but as I am here I do not wish that way. I rather be bulletproof
my self"
The diarist's next words testified to the continuing danger of
the situation: "/ here some firing and It sounds like Pickets it is
Dark now and I will haft a quit. Bugal Calls Good By. The night
was Pitch dark and the number of Indians is not known as we [illegible words] we hunted about an hour and could not find any Indians so we returned to camp in the morning; one of the Pickets
got wounded.... It is thought that the Indians ... intention was
to make a rush into camp and fire a volley and then beat a hasty
retreat in the darkness."
A couple of days later (around 10 January), the diarist and a
friend had a direct encounter with an Indian, which the diary recounts in abundant detail. Because the opening lines of the story
are missing, the entry begins in the middle of the action:
"... Then my friend Grabbed the Indian and we had hard work
throw him, for he wer strong as a Bull finaly I got mad and let go
and my friend still hung on, and I began to Blacken his eyes till
my Fists wer so sore that I had to quit. I picked up the Gun and
told my friend to let go of him that Id settle him. he let go and the
Indian fell to the ground I did not shoot but my friend was so mad
that he wanted to go at him and blacken his face I told him that I
done all that and he began to laugh when he seen that the Indian
was bleeding and had got the worst of it. my friend was afraid to
let him go fer he was afraid he would get his Riße and kill him so
he hanged on fer about 20 minutes he wer pretty well tired out.
then we took the Indian and tied him to a tree till we came back
and then we would take him to camp, so finely we got him tied up,
and Put a sign on him right at his heart which read: If you wer me
and in my tucks God help the Indian^ In God we Trust: when we
got back the bugger was gone we did not like that and went to
camp as fast as we could go and as we reached, we seen all the
boys in a groop and Laughing loud. They had the Indian as Pis-
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soner and was put under Guard. They all Read the Sign and they
knew it wer us fer the Capt. told them that we wer the only ones
on that road that day as soon as they seen us comming they gave
us three round Cheers, and the Capt. shook hands with us we wer
Suprised when he said that we saved many lives when we tied
him up at that tree.... This Sign was more fun in Camp than all
the fun we had Since I inlisted in the Army. "
Such episodes and skirmishing continued even as the Indians in
the camp at White Clay Creek were arguing about surrender. In
another anecdote, the diarist describes an action that took place
as he was writing the story quoted above: "Listen I here some report like a Soldiers Rifle, once more my God here comes the Indians and now the Bugel calls I must go so good by. If I live to tell
you more I shall do so—Lie low Boys, Cannon's Shells first, was
the comand Gen Carr gave us and the smoke Rolled over us so we
could not see our hand in front our eyes: Read Arms, we Jumped
to our feet and got ready. Fire Level in line, we fired -4 Volleys
and the Indians wer not now to be seen they had disepeard in the
Woods. 5 minutes later. Single fire in the ambushed Indians
again and once more fire and now the Bugle. I must go once more
to the field, good by all This time wer not bad fer the Hotchkiss
Gun began Sprinkling some of our Grape Shot in the Pines and
Spruce, soon you could here them yell in Sioux Language get
back they ar coming and they retreated and was not herd from
fer a long time untill night fall when a picket saw them making
hasty retreat for the Bad Lands he gave Signal fire and a Company of Cavalry men was send out to the scene and on their arival
they could not find any trace of them for it was to dark to go any
further and they returned to Camp.'"*
Finally, the Indians on White Clay Creek grudgingly broke
camp and began slowly moving toward Pine Ridge. The army followed at a distance, not so close as to panic them, but just close
enough to worry them into hastening their surrender. On 11 January, the Indians stopped at Drexel Mission. Miles, according to
the diarist, sent "a messager to the hostiles camped at the mission stating his terms. He said they must come into the agency in
small squads and go into camp on their own grounds but the
9. Col. EugeneCarr(called"Gen. Carr" here by the diarist—who was technically
correct, for Carr had held brevet rank of general in the past) was commander of the
Sixth Cavalry. The location of this action is difficult to determine, but it could have
taken place along the White River, where Carr had his camp for several days. See
Utley. Last Days of the Sioux Nation, p. 253.
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Brûles and Ogallallas must not camp together and they must submit to the laws governing the Reservation and to the agent it
was learned from official sources that this is Gen. Miles final action~ If the Indians do not accept these terms Gen Miles will go
after them and there will be a fight shure."
Next day, the Indians crept two miles closer to the agency. The
diarist went out to view their camp and was awed by its size.
"Their camp is more than Three miles long,... On the Plain are
Teepes by the hundred. Pitched irregularly huddled together in
groups here and scattered widely apart there. The moving about
the Teepes a Spy Glass shows that it are the Bucks and Squaws
with their Children and Dogs Sutch A spectacle imprints itself on
the mind with startling clearness.... it is huge in its grandeur
strikingly unique and Wonderfully suggestive to the imagination. "
After more conferences between the Indian leaders and General Miles and more councils among the leaders in the Indian camp,
the Indians surrendered on 15 January. "The Indians have at last
come or rather are coming in at this writing.... They String
along the west bank of the White Clay Creek for a distance of two
miles. They are mounted—walking riding on wagons and in fact
are advancing in every manner known to them. They are driving
and leading immense herds of Ponies Some of them are entering
the friendlies camp, others are pitching their Tepees on the west
Bank of the White Clay.... Col Corbin assistant adjutant general
The camp of the hostile Sioux near Pine Ridge Agency was
"more than Three miles long " and contained tepees "by the hundred. "
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anounced that the chiefs have assented to the surrender of their
arms and that the later will probably be brought in to night or tomorrow and be tagged. " Chief Big Road at Pine Ridge announced
that he would take charge of collecting the weapons from the Indians so that the tragedy of Wounded Knee would not be repeated.
It was quietly over. The Sioux had been forced into defeat for
the last time. The old ways were dead forever. The Ghost Dance
religion had collapsed, although it was furtively practiced for several more years in secret, remote places. The diary ended as well.
Whether the diarist continued in military service is not clear. If
we assume that the diary was written by Brachvogel, the barber,
the evidence suggests that he quickly went back to civilian life
and opened a barbershop in White Bear Lake, Minnesota, within
a year or two. This, however, is supposition. In the end, we are
left with a remarkable document, an intriguing mystery, and a
view of Wounded Knee not seen before.
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